Poetry’s Molten Core: Contemporary Micropublishing
by Jesse Nathan

When I was a senior in college, a few friends and I started a little magazine. Each issue
featured poetry, drawing, photography, and prose. Issues were the size of a piece of typing paper
folded in half. We would invite everyone at our small, rural Kansas college over for barbeque,
and give the magazine away. Copies disappeared quickly. The gatherings became community
events. We only did five issues, but in the experience I saw the power of small-scale arts
publishing. I was inspired.
After college, I took a job at the San Francisco publishing house McSweeney’s,
eventually co-founding and editing the McSweeney’s Poetry Series (MPS). It’s a tiny operation,
and we sometimes only do one title a year, usually in an initial run of 2000 or less. To date,
we’ve brought out twelve single-author poetry collections, including a National Book Award
finalist. Meanwhile, I began a Ph.D. in literature at Stanford, specializing in late nineteenthcentury British poetry and early twentieth-century American poetry, and connections between
the two. Sometimes research takes me to archives like the Harry Ransom Center in Austin to
look at poetry volumes published long ago in small batches. Sometimes I work in Stanford’s
excellent special collections. When setting up MPS, for instance, we spent time there poring over
creations of Hogarth Press, run by Virginia and Leonard Woolf.
Working in publishing, along with my natural affinities for paper and research, soon had
me collecting before I was conscious of it. I visited odd bookstores, trawled zine fairs, shopped
at Printed Matter in New York City and E.M. Wolfman in Oakland. Books I tended toward were
done in low print runs, often far less than 2000, and were, in various ways, underground
printings, often appearing unheralded and selling out rapidly. Discovered by chance, or from a
friend in the know. It is this gathering of materials—micro-published contemporary American
poetry—that I submit to the Wreden Prize, bearing in mind, of course, that it is but one poet’s
small and somewhat haphazard sampling of a vast field.
Covering material published in roughly the last three decades, this assortment includes
works by poets based in the United States, or publishing with a press here. My little array of
artifacts highlights many unique aspects of publishing at this scale. While some of these items
are small-press books, many more are chapbooks, or tape-bound behemoths, or pieces of paper
folded a few times, or unclassifiable objects like the Ted Powers canister (Figure 1). Micropublishing, in my estimation, may refer to the production of objects that are literally small or
physically slight, such as Emily Carr’s Stay This Moment, made from found cloth and, at 4.5" x
5.75", around the size of the City Lights Pocket Poets books (Figure 2). Or, it may refer to a
book produced in exceptionally limited numbers, quickly unavailable, such as Claire Donato’s
Someone Else’s Body, edition of 50. Handbound, manually typeset books published by Candida
Pagan suggest the exceptional craft involved in micro-publishing. Some of these objects are
more fragile than other books, painstakingly put together, prone to damage, easily lost amid
bigger volumes. A scrappy fragility defines Hajara Quinn’s Unnaysayer, for instance, which is
printed on a single sheet of broadsheet newspaper, folded several times, subject to newsprint’s
yellowing and decay (Figure 3).
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My collection encompasses that which has been (almost) lost to time or fate, including
recently discovered poetry by sci-fi writer James Tiptree, Jr. (a.k.a. Alice Sheldon), and Ronald
Johnson’s forgotten twentieth-century masterpiece, ARK, recovered recently by Flood Editions
and reprinted in lush hardcover. It also encompasses texts that may be obscured or passed over
by nature of their self-publication: Bill Knott’s voluminous Collected Poems, a ream of copy
paper bound with tape, which I chanced upon in a Seattle bookstore, deposited gratis—by the
author? by his friends?—around town that week. The poet, known to do things his own way,
died a few days later.

Other DIY works include crudely-assembled booklets published by Dikembe, and
samples from chapbook-makers nationwide—Greying Ghost Press, Finishing Line Press, Spect!.
Many of these celebrate the mark of the maker, created in apartments, sometimes by people
learning bookmaking as they go. A stitch might be off here, a measurement incorrect there: you
can feel the humanity, you know a human being constructed the object you’re holding. From the
fine press sector, I include Pagan’s books, and the Graham Mackintosh-designed Yellow Lola by
Ed Dorn. I include full-length books from small presses, including Kenneth Koch’s “poetry
comics” from Soft Skull, a genre-bending achievement. I include oddball book-objects done in
necessarily small runs, such as the oversize pamphlet of poems by Matthew Zapruder, bound
with bolts (Figure 4), or Powers’s “book” of cards, offered in a small cardboard canister, each
card with poetry, meant to be shuffled around and read in various orders.
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To the reading public, these creations are often invisible—they may as well not exist.
Many aren’t carried in bookstores or libraries because of challenges they present in their shapes,
materials, or distribution. They’re difficult to keep track of, difficult to classify, difficult to
shelve (they often lack spines), and are sometimes easily damaged by handling. Some carry
ISBNs, but many do not. Many come in extremely limited editions. The Zapruder booklet, for
instance, resides in few publicly-accessible libraries. But it’s got great early poems, published
when few had heard of a poet now well known. The fact that so much of this work is invisible to
a wider public may be part of why cultural commentators occasionally find it necessary to
declare poetry “dead” in the United States. Joseph Epstein claimed it so on March 31, 2013 in
The Wall Street Journal, and later that summer Mark Edmundson attacked contemporary
poetry’s vitality in Harper’s.
Part of what’s at stake in my collection is that it counters Epstein and Edmundson. Poetry
is alive and well—but that vitality flows in an underground river, largely unseen. My collection
reveals the churning molten core of the art—whether in a box set featuring chapbooks by eight
“new-generation” African-born poets, or in experiments by the established and famous, like
Richard Howard. The quality of writing I’ve gathered is of the highest order: some of these
authors have won Pulitzers, National Book Awards, and other honors. The collection demarcates
a territory it seems most poets worth their salt pass through. As a young poet myself, I’m
nourished by that realization. This space, where books of poetry circulate like rumors, has an

aura of auguring excitement about it. A frontier where renditions of poems exist like “takes” by a
band. So much seems possible.
Mine is also a collection that eschews mass production, embracing direct personal
exchanges on a scale almost unimaginable in today’s internet-steeped market. I received my
copy of Koch’s poem-comics directly from his widow, when I queried her about an art book I
was curating at McSweeney’s. I learned of Tiptree’s poems from a friend and science fiction
scholar at Stanford. Two years ago I participated in a reading with Quinn, and that evening she
traded me Unnaysayer for a chapbook.
This scale of publishing may in fact always have represented the leading edge of poetry, a
zone where profound experimentation and achievement happen. Often, before becoming known
to a wider audience, a poet’s work was making ripples underground. Hundreds of years ago,
before printing was commonplace or easy, poets “published” their verse among friends by
circulating manuscripts—sheaves of paper. This is how Shakespeare’s sonnets were experienced
in his time, only a coterie of folks got a look at them. In the nineteenth century, some who are
now household names, Emily Dickinson and Gerard Manley Hopkins, for example, in their
lifetimes disseminated poems only to one or two trusted friends. Micro-publishing has long
provided poetry with an incubator and staging ground, and it’s a noteworthy paradox that from
such small-scale beginnings arise much of what lasts longest, such as works by Shakespeare,
Dickinson, and Hopkins now ensconced in our cultural landscape. This collection, I hope,
illuminates what might otherwise be lost: a vibrant but largely invisible living tradition of
contemporary poetry publishing in the United States.
A final note: It may not be surprising that the friend from college most instrumental in
starting our little magazine, now an MFA candidate in the bookmaking program at the University
of Iowa, has received a grant from the Caxton Club to publish a poem in a tin can. The words
will be printed, along with fifty woodcuts, on a scroll rolled up and sealed inside. He wrote the
text. He made the woodcuts. He designed the label. If you want to read what’s inside, he says,
you’ll have to use a can opener. He’s procured a canning machine, and he’ll do an edition of one
hundred. I’ve already asked him to hold one for me.
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